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Abstract—We are interested in WiFi performance over city
buses. We construct a simplified model and simulate the city bus
and base station (BS) networks.

In this project we only concern the downlink transmission.
The parameters of city traffic, commutation, user requests and
telecommunication characteristics are determined according to
real situation but scaled down to relieve the simulation. As
telecommunication operators, we manage the construction of base
stations and power consumption, that is, we adjust these two
variables to see the system performance.

We evaluate the system performance in two perspectives: user
and engineer. Users care quality of service (QoS) and we only
investigate transmission time and re-request. Engineers, on the
other hand, care the system throughput.

In summary, we aim to investigate the effects of density of
base stations and transmission power of WiFi over city buses by
simulating a simplified model.

Index Terms—WiFi, city bus, performance

I. INTRODUCTION

IN a modern city, WiFi nowadays is provided by many city
bus companies to satisfy passengers’ demand for accessing

the Internet. To achieve this goal, many BSs have to be
constructed (or utilize telecomm operators’ existed BSs ) to
cover the city and moving buses. BSs form a cellular network
and serve buses; bus functions as an access point (AP) to
passengers on itself.

But how is the performance of this policy by bus compa-
nies? Is it really satisfying the passengers’ demand or just
providing a poor service?

To answer our questions, we aim to simulate by MALAB
to investigate the system performance. We observe the pas-
sengers’ behavior on Taipei city bus as well as traffic and
take these observations into account. The real operation is too
intricate for us to simulate and therefore we decide to construct
a simplified model to address the problem. In addition, we
have to make policies when it comes to handover, reception,
buffer,...etc. Our assumptions and policies will all be illustrated
in section II.

In section III, we specify the manipulated variables and
which measurement we decide to use to evaluate the perfor-
mance. In section IV, we compile data, categorize them by
time and geography characteristics (urban, suburban, rush and
not rush), and analyze results. We discuss possible refinements
in our model in section V. Finally, we draw our conclusions
in section VI.

II. MODEL

A. City Map, Bus Route and BS Layout

In modern cities, roads are usually arranged well and thus
we use a chessboard as the city map with each node meaning
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Figure 1. City Map, Bus Route and BS Layout

intersection, instead of applying real map in a city. The link
between two neighbor nodes is 1 meter. In this way, we can
prevent the problem that which city we choose and investigate
the more general scenarios. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the city
map coupled with bus routes and BS layout.

For our simulation, each bus is assigned a unique route. The
route decision process is described below.

• Starting point:
The starting point is randomly selected from the map.

• Turning point:
A lower limit of hops is given for a route between
direction changes, that is, a route cannot change direction
until at least a lower limit of hops. The new direction after
changing is decided randomly from the four direction
excluding the original one to prevent a route from going
backwards.

• Terminating condition:
A route terminates after arriving at one of the four
boundaries or reaching the maximum number of hops
allowed for routes. The first reason is that we confine
our view to the preset scale on map, or the map will be
dynamically changing due to the stretching of the routes.
For the other reason, we prevent the situation where a
bus goes a long distance in the city.

We set the number of buses (or routes, in this case) to be
sufficiently large compared to size of the map, so it is almost
the case where many buses run in the same route.

Now we turn to how BS is laid. We uniformly spread BS
over the map and ensure their coverage can completely cover
all the map—you must be able to access a BS wherever a bus
goes in the map. We want to break the map into larger squares
where each BS takes responsibility of each square. Therefore,
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we divide the map’s side into n parts with equal length and
in turn there will be n× n BSs in the map. In the following
discussion, we use n as expression for density of BS.

B. Handover
In the simulation, we use hard handover—the bus finds

and associates a new BS only if it can’t continue receiving
packets from its current BS and breaks the connection. We
further assume the neighbor BS use different frequency bands
so that we can ignore the interference and apply geography-
based handover. Handover occurs only if the bus goes out
the coverage of current BS. It then finds which BS it can
access now and choose the one with the shortest distance
(more capacity).

C. Time-Geo Divisions
Since, in the real world, the average speed of buses and the

user number on each bus over a time unit depend on time (e.g.
rush hour or off-peak) and location (e.g. urban or suburban
area), we divide the simulation time and location on the map
into two sections respectively. There are hence four scenarios
during our simulation: rush hour in urban area, rush hour in
suburban area, off-peak hour in urban area, off-peak hour in
suburban area. We call each a ‘time-geo division’.

D. City Transportation
Average speed of buses for a time unit is chosen

uniformly between predetermined intervals [speed_low,
speed_high]. The parameters speed_low and
speed_high are determined according to ‘time-geo
division’. For example, the parameters for rush hour in
urban area is chosen higher than rush hour in suburban area.
Using the same method, the user number on each bus is also
randomly chosen from [user_low, user_high], just
as the average speed described above.

E. Transmission
Each BS is allocated bandwidth equal to 1MHz and will

allocates this bandwidth equally to all the buses it controls so
the bandwidth of a channel between BS and bus is dynamically
changing. Because we find that not many active users (passen-
gers that want to access the Internet) on a bus, we suppose
that BS is equipped with sufficiently large buffer, and in turn
no packet loss will happen due to lack of buffer. To reduce the
big numbers measured in bit, we then set fixed 0.2Mbits in
one packet and use packet as the smallest transmission unit.
Data arrival in packet from other network is assumed as a
Poisson distribution (λarrival), which takes in to account the
traffic in the Internet. Once the connection between BS and
bus is established, it’s supposed to be a perfect channel: no
bit error and no bit loss. The channel capacity and received
power are calculated based on Shannon capacity and Two-
ray model respectively (Shannon capacity is converted from
bits to packets). Temperature is 27◦C. Both the transmitter and
receiver antenna gain are 5 dB. The height of the base station
is 1.5m, which is located on the top of a 50m high building
while the receiver on bus is 1.5m high from the ground. As
for the power of BS (Pt), it is left as a manipulated variable.

F. User Demands

For each user, we assume that packet number in each
requested file matches Poisson distribution (λfile). Once a user
finishes receiving, the idle time to start the next request is
supposed to be an exponential random variable (λT ).

G. Flow Chart

Figure 2 shows the program process in one time unit.
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Figure 2. Flow chart in one time unit

Since in ‘Initialization’ we set the current BS for each
bus is 1, so the first block after ‘Initialization’ is ‘Check
Handover’, which detects whether handover is happening and
call ‘Handover’ to handle this event. ‘Active Users’ randomly
determines how many passengers want to use WiFi. The pack-
ets from the Internet for each active user is randomly deter-
mined by‘Data Arrival.’ ‘Transmission’ and ‘Check Reception,
Request and Idle’ handles things regarding communication.
Finally, the buses ‘Move.’

III. MEASUREMENT AND VARIABLE

Before starting simulation, we have to think what we care
and how we measure. We approach the system in two angles:
user and engineer.

As a user, we mainly care the transmission delay because
we have to wait for a period of time before seeing the websites,
which is irritating. Furthermore, if we have already waited long
but the search engine says “the website you request cannot
be displayed”, it angers us and hence we need to send a re-
request with another period of time. Hard handover leads to
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this re-request. On the other side, as an engineer, we aim
to increase the system throughput, which is an indicator of
serving more passengers. Therefore, we focus on these three
icons: transmission delay, re-request, and system throughput.
But, the next question is: how do we measure?

First, we will record statistics according to four ‘time-geo
divisions’ and in the next section analyze the difference. In
each ‘time-geo divisions’, we total the results over buses or
BSs depending on our cared subjects. What follow are the
methods we use to measure the system performance.

• Transmission delay: record experienced time for each
successfully received file (from the timing when initial
request is sent) and then calculate the average transmis-
sion delay.

• Re-request frequency: record how many files have been
received and how many re-requests have been sent to
derive the re-request frequency (e.g. re-requests/total re-
quests).

• System throughput: record how many packets have been
sent from BS in a period of time and then calculate the
average system throughput.

Then, another question is: what changes the system perfor-
mance? Since we cannot change the users’ behavior, network
traffic, and transportation, what we can manipulate is the
number of BSs and the transmission power (antenna gain
remains fixed because the change in gain can be considered
as the change in transmission power). We consider 5×5 = 25
situations with BS density = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and transmission
power Pt = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 dB.

IV. RESULT

Figure 3-5 show the statistics of transmission delay, re-
request frequency, and system throughput.

 
Figure 3. Transmission delay in different ‘time-geo divisions’

A. Pt
We discover that the effect of Pt is slight. Intuitively, higher

transmission power leads to higher data rate. But recall that
we have the other factor to determine the throughput: the data
arrival at the BS. In the simulation, we set λarrival = 100 but
the Shannon capacity can be up to several hundred of packets
when Pt = 10 dB. Now the Internet traffic is becoming the
bottleneck. Once the available capacity exceeds the amount of
data arrived at the BS, the packet number transmitted from
the BS to bus depends only on the data arrived rather than
the capacity. In this case, increasing Pt will do no more good
to throughput. System designers should also take the network
traffic into account, or the increased Pt ends up useless.

B. Transmission Delay
1) BS Density: Consider fixed Pt in the Figure 3, trans-

mission delay is relatively long for both low and high BS
densities, but short in the middle values. We explain how this
phenomenon happens.

Since the coverage of BS is large, the number of bus
in a BS’s coverage increases. The transmission capacity for
each user thus decreases and in turn causes an increase in
transmission delay.

For high BS densities, the coverage of BS decreases. If
the same velocity of buses is assumed for both cases, the
handover frequency would be higher in the case with much
smaller BS coverage. Since we apply hard handover, packets
already received for an uncompleted file are discarded, and a
user needs to receive the first packet again, which increases
transmission delays.

In general, we can state that with the increase of BS density,
the effect of low transmission capacity on transmission delay
is overshadowed by frequent handover.

2) Urban versus Suburban: In lower BS densities, the
transmission delays in urban area are only slightly higher than
the ones in suburban areas. Recall that transmission capacity
is the major determinant of transmission delays in low BS
densities. Because buses accommodate more active users in
urban than those in suburban areas, the lower share of capacity
for each user contributes an increase to transmission delay.

The apparent major difference in transmission delays of
urban and suburban areas occurs in the case n = 11. From
previous discussions, we see that, in high BS densities, the
effect of frequent handover is the major determinant of trans-
mission delays. Since the velocity of buses in suburban area
is higher than that in urban one, the handover frequency in
high BS density case is also higher in suburban areas. Thus,
transmission delays are higher in suburban areas in high BS
density cases.

3) Rush versus Peak-off: The discussion of transmission
time for rush and off-peak hours is similar to the ones done for
urban and suburban areas. Since velocity of buses is higher at
rush hours than off-peak hours, the higher handover frequency
leads to an increase in transmission delay at off-peak hours.
In addition, with a higher number of active users on buses, the
shared capacity for each user is lower at rush hours than off-
peak hours. Thus, the transmission delay in lower BS densities
is higher at rush hours than off-peak hours.
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C. Re-request Frequency

Recall that re-request is resulted from hard handover and
how we define re-request frequency:

Re− requestFrequency (1a)

=
#re− requests

#initial requests+#re− requests
(1b)

=
#failed file transmission

#successful +#failed file transmission
(1c)

1) BS density: From Figure 4, we see the obvious trend
of increasing re-request frequencies with the increase of BS
densities. From the definition above, we consider the effect of
increasing BS densities on the following two values:

• Successful file transmission: An increase in BS density
leads to a higher share of capacity for each user, and
therefore increases in #successful file transmission.

• Failed file transmission: As discussed, an increase in BS
density shrinks the coverage of each BS and in turn
causes a higher frequency of handover. Thus, #failed file
transmission increases with BS density.

From above discussion, both #successful and #failed file
transmission increase with BS density. However, in Figure 4,
the re-request frequencies increase with BS density. Thus, we
can state that #failed file transmission increases faster than
#successful file transmission with increasing BS density.

2) Urban versus Suburban: The higher velocity of buses
in suburban areas leads to higher handover frequencies. And
since #failed file transmission is the major determinant of the
re-request frequency, the re-request frequencies in suburban
areas are higher than in urban areas.

3) Rush versus Peak-off: Since the velocity of buses at off-
peak hours is higher than that at rush hours, the re-request
frequencies at off-peak hours is higher.

 

 Figure 4. User re-request frequency in different ‘time-geo divisions’

D. System Throughput

1) BS density: From Figure 5, throughput of BSs is in-
versely proportional to BS density. Since the capacity for each
user increases with BS density, transmission time for a single
file decreases with BS density. Recall that after successfully
receiving a file, a user goes into idle state for a random amount
of time. With higher BS density, most users spend a larger
proportion of time idling and in turn lower the throughput of
the BSs.

2) Urban versus Suburban: The velocity of buses is higher
in suburban areas so the distance between bus and BS varies
relatively quickly. Since the signal power is inversely propor-
tional to the fourth power of distance between BS and bus
(two-ray ground model), throughput is hence lowered due to
the high velocity of buses—throughput is higher in urban areas
than suburban areas.

3) Rush versus Peak-off: Similarly, since the velocity of
buses is higher at off-peak hours, throughput is lower at off-
peak hours, too.

V. DISCUSSION

We discuss some issues about our modeling.

A. Buffer

In our model, we assume the buffer equipped in BS is large
enough to store any data that has arrived but is not yet sent.
However, we don’t know the real situation so it may require
modification if the data arrival is too high for buffer to handle.

B. Interference

Since the relative fast movement of buses, the interference
signal strength is constantly changing. However, for a simpler

 
Figure 5. BS throughput in different ‘time-geo divisions’
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implementation, we didn’t consider the effect of interference
during our simulation. If a more rigorous modeling is required,
the effect of interference must be considered.

C. Terrain

In the real world, the altitude distribution within a city is
always uneven rather than all flat. If, for example, two-ray
ground model is used, the signal strength is a function of
the height of both transmitter and receiver. Now, consider a
bus that is climbing uphill. In this case the receiver height is
constantly changing relative to the stationary transmitter (e.g.
base station). Thus, the terrain of a city should also be taken
into consideration.

D. Transmission model

The building and architecture are different between urban
and suburban areas. Urban areas often have more dense and
large height of building and suburban areas on the contrary.
Thus, different transmission model should be used when
modeling transmission in different areas for more realistic
results.

E. User Distribution

We determine active users on a bus by uniformly picking a
number from a range. It is not supported by any reference, so
we should look for some reference discussing on the number
of passengers on a bus.

VI. CONCLUSION

The WiFi system onboard city buses is becoming more and
more important in the real world. However, since the fast
movement of buses and other uncertainties, for example, rush
hour traffic, passengers getting on and off etc., the overall
system becomes rather complicated.

We use a simplified model to simulate the basic performance
of WiFi system onboard city buses. By changing the density
of base station distribution and transmission power Pt, we
obtain the resulting performance figures. Transmission delay,
re-request frequency, and throughput of the overall system are
used as measurements for system performance. We analyze
the statistical results and show that the density of base station
distribution plays an important role in the overall performance
of system. However, since many factors have been simplified
for programming convenience, a more rigorous modeling will
require a more detailed and comprehensive consideration of
possible factors.
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